Mathematics has been used in the exploration and enumeration of juggling patterns. In the case when we catch and throw one ball at a time the number of possible juggling patterns is well-known. When we are allowed to catch and throw any number of balls at a given time (known as multiplex juggling) the enumeration is more difficult and has only been established in a few special cases. We give a method of using cards related to "embeddings" of ordered partitions to enumerate the count of multiplex juggling sequences, determine these counts for small cases, and establish some combinatorial properties of the set of cards needed.
Introduction
While mathematics and juggling have existed independently for thousands of years, it has only been in the last thirty years that the mathematics of juggling has become a subject in its own right (for a general introduction see Polster [5] ). Several different approaches for describing juggling patterns have been used. The best-known method is siteswap which gives information what to do with the ball that is in your hand at the given moment, in particular how "high" you should throw the ball (see [1] ). For theoretical purposes a more useful method is to describe patterns by the use of cards. This was first introduced in the work of Ehrenborg and Readdy [4] , and modified by Butler, Chung, Cummings and Graham [2] .
These cards work by focusing on looking at the relative order of when the balls will land should we stop juggling at a given moment. Every throw then has the effect of changing the relative ordering of the balls. But we can only effect the order of a ball that is thrown; the remaining balls will still have the remaining relative order to each other. As a consequence if there are b balls there are b + 1 different things which can happen. Namely, we don't throw a ball (the "+1") or we throw a ball so that it will land in some order relative to the other b − 1 balls (which can be done in b ways). The four different cards for the case b = 3 are shown in Figure 1 (in all drawings of cards the circle at the bottom indicates the hand which either does not catch the ball at that "beat" or catches and throws effecting the relative ordering of the ball(s); we will always think of time moving from left to right). The advantage of working with cards is that the cards can work independently of each other, that is the choice of card to use at a given time is not dependent on the preceding choice of cards. In siteswap the opposite is true in that you must know all preceding throws to determine which throws are possible.
Given a set of these n cards for a given b we can repeat these periodically to form a pattern. Moreover, every possible siteswap with period n and at most b + 1 balls will occur as a unique combination of these cards (see [2, 5] ). Therefore the number of different siteswap sequences of period n for exactly b balls is given by
If we want to find all of the juggling patterns of minimal period n and using exactly b balls we can then use Möbius inversion and divide out by the period to get 1 n d|n µ(
where µ is the Möbius function (see [1] ). (We will revisit this with more detail in Section 5.) For as long as there has been interest in the mathematics of juggling there has been interest in extending results to multiplex juggling (where more than one ball is allowed to be caught at a time). In Ehrenborg and Readdy they produced possible cards for multiplex juggling which were a natural generalization. Namely multiple balls could come down at a given time and would then be redistributed appropriately. While these cards can describe every juggling pattern there is the problem that uniqueness is lost (see Figure 2 for an example of two consecutive cards describing the same pattern but using different cards). So using these cards to count multiplex juggling patterns is not straight-forward. One approach is to distinguish the balls which come down. This is what was done in Butler, Chung, Cummings and Graham [2] , an example of such a card is shown in Figure 3 . This avoids ambiguity that might arise but does not accurately reflect multiplex juggling in practice, but rather reflects passing patterns with multiple jugglers involved each juggler catching one ball (in particular the different points that come down correspond to the different jugglers). Figure 3 : An example of a card used in Butler, Chung, Cummings and Graham [2] .
In this paper we will propose a new type of card which can be used for multiplex juggling. It solves the ambiguity problem of Ehrenbrog and Readdy and also solves the modeling problem of Butler, Chung, Cummings and Graham. However it does come at the mild cost of having a card being dependent on the previous card which came before. In Section 2 we will introduce these cards, and in Section 3 we show how to use matrices associated with a weighted graph to count the number of periodic patterns of length n. We then count the number of siteswap sequences and the number of juggling patterns in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6 we will consider what happens when we limit the number of balls which can be thrown. We will give some concluding remarks in Section 7, including a discussion of counting crossing numbers.
Most of the enumeration techniques here are fairly standard, it is their application to counting juggling patterns that is new. We will also see that the objects generated in the process of deriving our count seem to have independent combinatorial interest. Moreover, while our main goal has been to enumerate juggling patterns, the cards themselves might be useful for the exploration of other combinatorial aspects of juggling.
Finally, we note that while there has some been interest in counting multiplex juggling patterns, prior to this paper there has been little success. Butler and Graham [3] made the most progress but their focus was on counting closed walks in a state graph and were not able to efficiently enumerate all juggling patterns.
Cards for multiplex juggling
The way that cards describe juggling patterns is through understanding the relative order of their landing times. The ambiguity that appeared in Figure 2 comes from the fact that two balls are landing together but still being kept separate in the ordering. Since they are separate we could order them in two ways but that does not effect the pattern. This suggests the following simple fix: tracks no longer represent individual balls, but rather groups of balls which will land together. So now either the "lowest" group doesn't land, or the lowest group lands and the balls get thrown so that they are placed in new track(s) or added to the existing tracks.
Before each throw we will have an ordered partition of the number of balls b on the left, i.e., (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) which corresponds to the statement that were we to stop juggling we would first have q 1 balls land at some point; then q 2 balls land some time later; and so on until finally q k balls land at the end. (Note that we do not claim that they will land one right after the other; cards are keeping track of relative ordering of when things land and not the absolute times that they will land.) Similarly after each throw we will have another ordered partition of b on the right, i.e., (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ). (The number of our parts in our two partitions need not be the same but we must have ℓ ≥ k − 1.) If anything lands then the card in the middle indicates how the q 1 balls get redistributed. Examples of these cards are shown in Figure 4 where the first card corresponds to going from (2, 1, 1) back to (2, 1, 1) and the second corresponds to going from (2, 2, 1) to (1, 2, 2). 
Note that given two ordered partitions several nontrivial embeddings are possible. An ordered partition (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) can be trivially embedded into an ordered partition (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ) if and only if (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ).
For every nontrivial embedding of (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ), a partition of b, into (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ), another partition of b, we have a card for multiplex juggling where a throw occurred. As an example in Figure 4 we have also marked underneath how (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) embeds into (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ) by drawing the partition of (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ) arranged from r 1 on the bottom to r ℓ on the top and shading where q 2 , . . . , q k sits inside the partition. Trivial embeddings, i.e., (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ), correspond to no throws. All possible cards (and corresponding embeddings of partition) for multiplex juggling when b = 3 are shown in Figure 5 .
We can now determine the number of cards involved by examining their interpretation using embeddings of partitions.
Lemma 1. The total number of ways that an ordered partition (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ) can have an ordered partition embedded inside is
Equivalently this is the number of cards where (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r ℓ ) is the ordered partition on the right.
Proof. We can think of shading the whole partition then removing parts of it as desired. In particular for every part r i the embedding can use any of 0, 1, . . . , r i in that slot. In Lemma 2. The total number of ways that an ordered partition (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) can be embedded into an ordered partition is
Equivalently this is the number of cards where (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) is the ordered partition on the left.
Proof. Suppose that a throw happens, so q 1 balls come down and get redistributed, possibly adding balls to existing groups to land (i.e., adding to one of the q i ) or creating new groups to land. Suppose that the ordered partition we embed into has (k − 1) + ℓ different parts; where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ q 1 . This can happen in
divides the parts as coming from an existing part (e.g., q i ) or being newly created. For the ℓ new parts we first need to get a contribution of 1 coming from q 1 leaving q 1 − ℓ available to distribute among the k − 1 + ℓ different parts arbitrarily which can be done in
ways. Finally, we can perform some simple manipulation of binomial coefficients.
Putting this together we have that the total number of ways that (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) can be embedded into another ordered partition by a throw is
Combining this with the "+1" from the trivial embedding and the result follows.
We can now determine the total number of cards, or equivalently the total number of embeddings possible. Starting with b = 0 the numbers are 1, 2, 7, 24, 82, 280, 956, 3264, 11144, 38048, 129904, 443520, 1514272, . . . . This is sequence A003480 in the OEIS [6] which is initiated with a 0 = 1, a 1 = 2 and a 2 = 7 and for b ≥ 3 we have a b = 4a b−1 − 2a b−2 . Verifying the first few cases is straightforward (the case for a 3 = 24 is shown in Figure 5 ). It remains to verify the recurrence. Proof. We can count the number of cards by breaking our count up according to the ordered partition that shows up on the right side using Lemma 1. In particular we have
where R b are all of the ordered partitions of b.
We now further break up this count by combining the ordered partitions according to the size of the first part which can be anything from 1 to b. So we have
where in the last step we note that we have the form of (1).
To finish we have
Here we reindex the three sums to be consistent and then note that all but the first two terms will drop out. Rearranging we conclude a b = 4a b−1 − 2a b−2 , as desired.
Combining cards by taking walks in a graph
The advantage to using cards in order to describe juggling patterns was the ability to have our current card be chosen independently of all other cards. With these new cards that we will use for multiplex juggling we now have to be careful in that the choice of our current card is dependent on the previous card, namely the partition on the right of the previous card must match the partition on the left of the current card. Moreover if we are forming a pattern with period n we need to make sure that our last card will also be consistent with our first card (so that we can repeat).
To help achieve this we will construct a directed multi-graph G b by letting the vertices of G b be the ordered partitions of b; and for each card we add a directed edge from the ordered partition on the left of the card to the ordered partition on the right of the card.
Observation 1.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between periodic sequences using n cards and closed walks of length n in the graph. In particular, to count the number of periodic sequences using n cards it suffices to count the number of closed walks of length n.
This follows by noting that each card is an edge and if two cards are used sequentially then the edges also occur sequentially in the graph, giving the correspondence between sequences of consecutive cards and walks in the graph. Moreover the fact that we can repeat the pattern periodically indicates that we must return to the same ordered partition that we started with, so the walk is closed.
We now can use the transfer matrix method (see Stanley [7, Ch. 4.7] ).
Theorem 2. Given a directed multi-graph G let A be the matrix with rows and columns indexed by the vertices with A uv equal to the number of directed arcs from u → v. Then tr(A n ) equals the number of closed walks of length n in the graph.
Let A b be the matrix associated with the graph G b . We have A 0 = (1), A 1 = (2),
where on the left we have marked the ordered partitions that correspond to the vertex. For reference we also give the graphs G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , G 3 in Figure 6 . 
Figure 6: The graphs G 0 , G 1 , G 2 and G 3 .
We note that Lemma 1 can be used to determine the column sums of A b , while Lemma 2 can be used to determine the row sums of A b . Using Theorem 2 we also get the sum of all entries of the matrix.
Counting multiplex siteswaps
We can combine Observation 1 together with Theorem 2 to find the number of periodic sequences of n cards. For each sequence of cards we will get a siteswap pattern (recall that siteswap patterns work by recording how many beats in the future the ball(s) land which can be done by following the path along the figure formed by the cards until it goes back down). However for a given siteswap there can be multiple ways in which it can be represented using the cards.
The problem lies in what happens with balls that are never used. For instance in Figure 7 we see two distinct sets of three cards which correspond to the same siteswap, the difference between them being the tracks in the unused balls. Note that for normal juggling the unused balls all have the same behavior, in our language they would correspond to lying in tracks with capacity 1. So to count the number of siteswaps we take the difference of the ways to place n cards with b tracks (b + 1) n and the ways to place n cards with b − 1 tracks b n (which is in bijection with the number of ways to place n cards with b tracks and the top track is never used). This gives (b + 1) n − b n . We will do something similar with our cards that we are using for multiplex juggling. This follows by noting that for every siteswap which uses exactly i balls we can find a sequence of cards corresponding to the ordered partitions of i. We can now add b − i balls to the top of each card as long as we do it consistently across the different cards. Moreover the number of different options we have to place the b − i balls equals the number of ordered partitions of b − i which is 2 b−i−1 .
Rearranging and using our induction hypothesis we have
Establishing the result.
Counting multiplex juggling patterns
To go from counting siteswap patterns of period n to counting juggling patterns of minimal period n we want to do two things. First we want to remove any pattern that has shorter period (suppose d divides n, then any periodic sequence of cards of length d can be repeated n/d times to make a periodic sequence of cards of length n). Second we want to divide out by n since in juggling patterns there is no set start point, i. [7] ). Namely we note that if ms b (n) is the number of siteswap patterns with b balls and minimal period n, then
So if we let µ( n d
) be the Möbius function it follows
With this in hand we can now divide out by the rotational symmetry of the starting point and determine the number of juggling patterns with b balls and period n which we denote jp b (n). Combining the above with Theorem 3 we get the following. 
In Table 1 we give the number of minimal period juggling patterns for b = 2, 3, 4, 5 and period at most 15. Table 1 : The number of multiplex juggling patterns of minimal period n using b balls.
As a special case of Theorem 4 we have
We can also compute the number of period one multiplex juggling patterns directly. Proof. In order for a card to produce a valid juggling sequence of period one with b balls we must have that the (ordered) partitions on the left and right side of the card be equal. That is (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k ) = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k ). Further we must have that when the q 1 balls get distributed some ball gets placed into the top group. This second requirement will force q k to "embed" into r k−1 (otherwise it would have to embed into r k but the placement of at least one more ball in the top group then results in q k = r k ). In particular this then forces, in turn, q i to embed in r i−1 for i = 2, . . . , k. This is only possible if q 1 ≤ q 2 ≤ · · · ≤ q k . Therefore our ordered partition on the sides of the card have the unique ordering from largest to smallest element. Conversely, if we start with an unordered partition we can create a card as above by placing the partition on the sides of the card from largest to smallest; then all but the bottom group will shift down by one while the bottom group will then drop down and redistribute to fill differences as needed. An example of this is shown in Figure 8 for the partition (3, 3, 2, 2). Proof. Updating equation (2) using Theorem 5 we have
We now proceed by induction. We have tr(A 0 ) = 1 = p(0) (note that the sum will be empty and not contribute), establishing the base case. Now suppose that we have established the result up through b − 1 and consider the case for b.
Establishing the result. This is sequence A090764 in the OEIS [6] . The recurrence that we have derived is a variant of that given in the OEIS. We now give a different variation establishing that this is the same sequence as given in the OEIS.
Theorem 7. Let P(b) be the set of unordered partitions of b, and for a partition q let o(q) denote the number of 1s in the partition. Then
Proof. We proceed by induction on b. The result is easily checked for small cases, so now assume it works up through b − 1. Then we have the following.
We first divide up our partitions on whether we include a 1; then we note that there are p(b) − p(b − 1) partitions that do not include a 1 and p(b − 1) partitions that do include a 1 (i.e., taking a partition with b − 1 we can append a 1 to get a partition of b which does include a 1). We apply the induction hypothesis, and then apply Theorem 6 once, clean up our sum, and finally apply Theorem 6 a second time.
Juggling patterns with hand capacity
One of our basic assumptions that we have employed is that we can catch and throw any number of balls at any given step. From a practical standpoint jugglers usually limit themselves to catching and throwing at most two or three balls at a time. The approach outlined above works just as well when we introduce a capacity constraint into how many balls can land at a given time, or equivalently how many balls can be thrown at a given time.
To do this we let A b,κ be the principal submatrix of A b by taking all rows and columns indexed by ordered partitions with all parts of size at most κ.
Theorem 8. Let ss b,κ (n) be the number of siteswap patterns using exactly b balls, with period n and all throws involve at most κ balls. Then
Let jp b,κ (n) be the number of juggling patterns using exactly b balls, with minimal period n and all throws involve at most κ balls. Then
Before beginning the proof, observe if κ = 1, then this reduces to the case of normal juggling (i.e., A b,1 = (b + 1)); and if κ = ∞ then this is equivalent to what we have already done.
Proof. We note that (4) follows from (3) by applying Möbius inversion. So it suffices to establish (3).
We proceed by induction on b. For the base case of b = 0 there is one card (the empty card) and the capacity places no restriction on its use, and so for any length there is exactly one way to position these cards. Since tr(A n 0 ) = 1 this establishes the base case. Let r i,κ be the number of ordered partitions of i with each part at most κ. By grouping based on the first part (which has size between 1 and κ) we have
the min{κ, i} coming from noting that we cannot have ordered partitions with negative parts and so we need to handle the case of small i. Now assume that we have established the result up through b − 1 and consider the case for b. First we observe
This follows by noting that for every siteswap which uses exactly i balls we can find a sequence of cards which uses exactly i balls. We can now add b − i balls to the top of each card as long as we do it consistently across the different cards. Moreover the number of different options we have to place the b − i balls equals the number of ordered partitions of b − i with each part at most κ which is r b−i,κ .
In going from the first to the second line we use the induction hypothesis, and in going from the second to the third line we rearrange the terms. Finally we observe that (5) indicates that almost all terms will 0 out, except for the first few initial terms which can easily be checked to be one, establishing the result.
count the total number of cards when κ = 2 we get the following numbers, starting with b = 0: These numbers do appear to satisfy a relatively simple relationship. In particular through b = 25 these numbers agree with the following conjecture.
b be the number of cards for multiplex juggling with b balls and where each track has capacity at most 2. Then
Conclusion
By modifying the cards used for juggling, namely allowing groups of balls to be grouped together, we have found a method that works for enumerating multiplex juggling patterns. There are still a few questions that remain, particularly in understanding what happens when we limit the number of balls that can be caught at any given time.
Ehrenborg and Readdy [4] introduced cards for juggling and used them to study a qanalog of juggling by counting crossings. It is easy to count crossings on each card and then one simply adds up the crossings over all cards used to count the crossings of the pattern. We note that the matrices used here can be easily adapted to this situation. Namely for each card we count crossings (making sure to count multiplicity when balls move in groups), and then weight the card (and hence edge in the graph) by q k where k is the number of crossings. Finally we can form matrices A b (q) where we add up the weights of cards connecting ordered partitions. As an example we have We note that Theorem 3 and Theorem 8 can be easily modified to count the number of juggling patterns with minimal period based on the number of crossings.
An applied mathematical juggler might also want to add the constraint that whenever multiple balls are thrown that no two balls get thrown to the same height. Our method can be readily adopted to this situation by simply removing any card which has two balls moved to the same track, which leads to modified graphs G b , and also modified matrices, A b . For example we have The matrices A b might also have independent interest. For example, it is easy to see that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 that A i is a principal submatrix of A i+1 . This seems to continue for at least the first few cases. Does this containment continue? Note that this also seems to indicate a preferred ordering of the ordered partitions if we want to have (1) containment of the previous matrix in the upper left block and (2) an upper triangular matrix in the lower left block. What is this ordering?
Things get even more interesting when we consider the characteristic polynomial of A b .
This appears to be the sequence A178841 in the OEIS [6] which counts the number of pure inverting compositions of n.
• The degree of the polynomials f i follow This appears to be the sequence A000041 in the OEIS [6] which counts the number of unordered partitions of n.
• The second coefficients of the polynomials f i follow This appears to be the sequence A000712 in the OEIS [6] which counts the number of unordered partitions of n into parts of 2 kinds.
